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Anterior cingulate cortex is important in monitoring action for new challenges. We recorded
neuron activity in the anterior cingulate sulcus of macaques while they performed a sequential
problem-solving task. By trial and error, animals determined the correct sequence for touching
three fixed spatial targets. After the sequence was repeated three times, we then changed the
correct solution order, requiring a new search. Irrespective of component movements or their
kinematics, task-related neurons encoded the serial order of the sequence. Neurons activated with
sequence components (68%) differed in activity between search and repetition. Search-related
activity occurred when behavioral flexibility was required and ended as soon as the animal
accumulated enough information to infer the solution, but had not yet tested it. Repetition-related
activity occurred in a regime of memory-based motor performance in which attention to action is
less necessary.
Several theories suggest that non-routine behaviors
(learning, problem solving) involve different brain regions
than do routine behaviors (automatic responses in welllearned situations)1,2. Functional imaging studies suggest
that one of the structures involved in non-routine behaviors
is the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC). For example, a
rostral cingulate zone is selectively activated during
sequence learning and conditional association learning3,4.
Activation of the rostral ACC is also consistently observed
when humans are free to select their own responses. This
suggests a role for ACC in attention to action and in the
selection of appropriate responses to new situations3–6.
The rostral ACC is also thought to be specifically involved
in monitoring the competition between different response
tendencies in situations where errors are likely to occur7.
The rostral ACC in humans is thought to correspond to the
anterior portion of the cingulate sulcus in nonhuman
primates8– 10. To date, however, there are few
neurophysiological studies of this area in monkeys,
although single-neuron recordings in the rostral part of the
cingulate sulcus of monkeys show activity specific to motor
set for self-paced movements and to voluntary movement
selection based on reward11,12.
Here we recorded the activities of single neurons in the
dorsal bank of the anterior portion of cingulate sulcus
(termed ACd) as rhesus monkeys performed a sequential
problem-solving task. The task required the monkeys to
discover by trial and error a particular sequence for
touching three targets. Having discovered the correct
sequence, they had to repeat it three times. The monkeys
received feedback on each touch, which allowed them to
infer the correct response and then repeat it; we were
therefore able to monitor activity in the ACd as the

monkeys’ behavior evolved from trial-and-error
exploration to routine execution of the correct solution.
We report that ACd neuron activities had two
important properties. First, they encoded the serial
order of movements in sequences with little regard to
component movements or to their kinematics, and
second, activities differed in trial-and-error exploration
and routine performance.

RESULTS
Behavioral task
We obtained data from two monkeys. A trial began
with the simultaneous onset of three targets on a
touch screen in front of the monkey; the locations of
these targets (which we designate upper, left, right)
remained fixed throughout the experiment (Fig. 1).
The animal’s task was to select each target in turn, in
the correct sequence. There were six possible
sequences; the experimenter randomly selected the
correct solution, and the animal had to discover it by
trial and error. For each target selected, the monkey
was required to fixate it with an eye movement and
then touch it with the hand. If the first choice was
correct, the animal proceeded to the next; if this was
also correct, it proceeded to the third (which, in
principle,
could
then
be
inferred
by
elimination).Correct choices were confirmed with a
brief sound cue. If the animal made an incorrect
choice, the targets disappeared from the screen, the
trial was aborted, and the animal had to begin a new
trial from the first touch. (The correct solution
remained unchanged.) After the first correct trial, the
monkey was rewarded with a drop of juice. It was then
required to repeat the correct sequence three more
times and was rewarded each time. After the last
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Fig. 1. Display, trial events, trial structure, anatomical location of task-related neurons in the problem-solving task and taskrelated intervals. (a) Location of stimuli on the display monitor. The animal worked with three targets, upper (U), left (L) and right
(R). A 4 ´ 4 mm central white square served as fixation point (FP). A 2 cm ´ 2 cm red square located 10 cm below the horizontal
center served as the starting lever. (b) Schema of trial events. The animal was trained to search for the correct order of the
three targets. Each correct touch (black arrow) was signaled by a short tone delivered from a buzzer located above the screen.
The monkey was rewarded only after three correct touches. In case of an incorrect touch, a break of fixation or an early touch,
all targets were extinguished, and the trial was aborted. Gray area, time of illumination of the lever, the FP and the three targets.
Higher amplitude in the gray area: full illumination (GO signal). Representative eye movements for a sequence U–L–R are
shown (H, horizontal eye position; V, vertical eye position). (c) Example of a chronological list of trials performed during search
and repetition of three successive sequences (L–R–U, U–L–R and L–U–R). Below are indicated the types of trials executed by
the animal (see Methods); trials of search periods are represented on a gray background. The signal indicating a change of
sequence is schematized by a circle in a square. (d) Two-dimensional reconstruction of the medial cortex of one monkey.
Recording sites in the cingulate sulcus are represented by symbols. Black circles show sites at which cells with the ‘search
versus repetition effect’ were recorded. CC, corpus callosum; ArSs, rostral extent of the superior branch of the arcuate sulcus;
ArS, arcuate sulcus; end of SP, caudal extent of sulcus principalis; SGm, medial superior gyrus; Cgd and Cgv, dorsal and
ventral banks of cingulate sulcus; CgG, cingulate gyrus. (e) Task-related intervals (1–9; see Methods) of a trial.

correct trial, a combined visual and auditory cue indicated
to the monkey that a new sequence had been selected.
The period up to and including the first correct
performance of the sequence is referred to as the ‘search
period’. The subsequent period during which the correct
sequence was repeated three times was the ‘repetition
period’. The animals were already familiar with the
requirements of the task and with the six possible solutions
before the experiment began. Thus, our experiment was

not concerned with general learning processes; rather,
our aim was to examine the rapid adaptation of
responses under the guidance of error feedback. The
monkeys could solve up to 60 sequences during a
single recording session. Behavioral data obtained
during the recording sessions indicate that they
conducted a methodical search for the correct solution
and rarely repeated incorrect touches. For example, if
the first target was correct and the second was
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to the onset of targets, rewards or
error cues. Because we were
primarily concerned with motorrelated activity, these neurons are
not considered further here.
Activity of the remaining 125
neurons (66%; 109 in monkey 1
on both sides and 16 in monkey 2,
on one side only) was related to
the monkey’s behavior, changing
activity during the period when the
monkey was making eye or hand
movements toward the targets.
Our study focused on these
neurons.
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incorrect, the monkey typically returned in the next trial to
the correct first target and changed the second target13. An
ideal subject would require on average 2 trials to reach the
correct solution; monkey 1 found the solution after an
average of 2.15 trials (mean of 25 recording sessions) and
monkey 2 after 2.86 trials (10 sessions). Overall, 95% of
the searches were optimal. Although we were interested in
the underlying cognitive processes rather than in the
monkey’s movements per se, it was important to know
whether any of the observed changes in neuronal activity
could be attributed to small changes in movement
parameters. We therefore measured reaction times (RT;
the time to initiate a hand movement), movement times
(the time taken to complete the movement by touching the
screen) and timing of saccades that were typically made
toward the next target. In monkey 1, reaction times were
consistently shorter during repetition than during the
search period. Both RTs and movement times (MTs) were
shorter for the second and third movements than for the
first; this was true for both the search and the repetition
periods. In monkey 2, MTs were consistently shorter
during repetition than during search. For both periods, RTs
and MTs were shorter for the third movement than for the
first and second movements. We did not obtain eye
movement data for monkey 2, but, during each interval of
free oculomotor activity (see methods), monkey 1 made on
average 1.30 orientating saccades in the search periods
and 1.18 during repetition periods. The relative timing of
target touches and onsets of saccades to the next target
also differed between search and repetition periods.
During search, the saccade to the next target was almost
always made after the target touch (Fig. 2). During
repetition, the saccade to the next target often preceded
the target touch. There were no differences in eye
stability— measured by the number of breaks of fixation—
between the search and repetition periods.
We recorded neural activity from the anterior part of the
dorsal bank of the cingulate sulcus. The recording sites
were located at rostrocaudal levels anterior to the genu of
the arcuate sulcus and posterior to the anterior extent of
the superior branch of the arcuate sulcus (Fig. 1d). This
dorsal part of the anterior cingulate sulcus is adjacent to
the pre-supplementary motor area (pre- SMA) and is
considered to be a subfield of area 24c (refs. 14–16). We
recorded from 191 task-related neurons. Among these, 65
neurons (34%) demonstrated activity changes related only

Fig. 2. Saccadic RTs after the first and second target
touches in different types of trials (one monkey). S1 and S2,
saccades after incorrect and correct touches during search;
S3, saccades during repetition. Mann- Whitney U-test, S1
versus S2, p < 10–7; S2 versus S3, p < 10–7.

Encoding of serial order
Each trial began with the appearance of a fixation
point (FP), whose disappearance after two seconds
was the cue for the monkey to begin the task. During
the subsequent period, which we refer to as ‘target
acquisition’, the monkey was required to make an eye
movement to the target and fixate it until the monkey
received a GO signal (a transient increase in
brightness of the entire target array) instructing it to
touch the target. If the choice was correct, an auditory
cue instructed the monkey to proceed immediately to
the next eye movement. For the purpose of analyzing
the data, we divided the target acquisition period into
three epochs (E1, offset of FP to first target touch; E2,
first touch to second touch; E3, second touch to third
touch). Each of these epochs was further divided into
three task-related intervals of approximately equal
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positions (Fig. 3a). The other cell (Fig. 3b) was active
mainly during the delay intervals preceding the second
and (to a lesser extent) third touches.
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Fig. 3. Serial-order effects: two examples. Neuronal
activities are displayed only for correct trials corresponding to
the sequences listed to the right of rasters (four trials per
sequence). Each raster line, where a tick represents the
occurrence of a single spike, displays cell activity recorded
during one trial. Trials are displayed in chronological order
(from top to bottom) and correspond to groups of successive
correct trials. The third touch is indicated in each trial by an
empty square. Rasters and histograms are aligned on the
first touch. Time scales and activity scales are indicated on
the right. (a) Activation is primarily observed in the first and
second ‘pre-acquisition’ intervals, not in the third (order
effect, F2,187 = 104.19, p < 10–7; order effect with saccade
parameters as covariates F2,184 = 100.96, p < 10–7; spatial
effect (origin), F2,123 = 0.32, p < 0.72; spatial effect
(endpoint), F2,187 = 2.53, p < 0.09). (b) Activation was
observed primarily during the second ‘delay’ interval (order
effect, F2,78 = 26, p < 10–7; with saccade parameters as
covariates, F2,78 = 19.35, p < 10–7; spatial effect (origin), F2,51
= 2.78, p < 0.47; spatial effect (endpoint), F2,78 = 3, p <
0.055).

duration, for a total of nine intervals in each completed trial
(Fig. 1e). These were ‘post-acquisition’ (the 600 ms
following FP offset or target touch; intervals 1, 4, 7), then
‘delay’ (from t = 600 ms until the GO signal, a variable
interval of between 850 and 950 ms; intervals 2, 5, 8) and
lastly ‘pre-acquisition’ (from the GO signal until target
touch, typically 750 ms; intervals 3, 6, 9). For each type of
interval, we analyzed differences in neuronal activity for
correlations with spatial variables (the locations of the
targets corresponding to the start and end points of the
movements) and serial order. The strongest correlation
was with serial order (Table 1). In 37 neurons (30%), it
was the only determinant of activity changes in at least one
type of interval (pre- acquisition, delay or post-acquisition).
In 80 neurons (64%), activity changes were correlated with
both serial order and spatial variables. We detected neither
spatial nor order effects in 8 neurons (6%). We also
examined the influence of saccade parameters (direction,
number and latency of saccades) in 55 cells, 85% of which
(n = 46) showed a serial-order effect (with RTs and MTs as
covariates). When saccade parameters were included, the
serial- order effect was still observed in 75% of cells (n =
41). This result indicates that, for most cells, saccade
parameters had only a minor influence on the serial-order
effect. Two examples are illustrated; one cell was active
mainly in the pre-acquisition intervals preceding the first
and second touches, regardless of hand and target

Search- and repetition-related activity
Interval-specific activity was also tested for
correlations with search versus repetition—that is, we
compared equivalent intervals for trials in the search
or repetition periods. We examined 1125 intervals in
125 cells (9 ´ 125); of these, 226 intervals in 87 (68%)
cells were differentially active in the two periods. For
the majority of these neurons (68 of 87, or 78%), the
effect of period was in the same direction for each
interval. For instance, if the firing rate during interval 1
was greater for search trials than for repetition trials,
the firing rate during interval 2 was also greater for
search trials. These neurons could thus be classified
as ‘search-preferring’ (40 cells) or ‘repetition
preferring’ (28 cells) without regard to their possible
preferences for particular intervals (Figs. 4 and 5). We
also examined the effect of saccade parameters
(direction, number, latency) on 55 cells, of which 89%
(n = 49) showed period-related activity. When saccade
parameters were also included as covariates, the
period effect was still observed in 78% of cells (n = 43)
and disappeared in only 6 cells. We conclude that the
period effect, like the serialorder effect described
above, is largely independent of any variation in
saccade parameters.
Transition from search to repetition
To analyze the transition between search and
repetition, different types of trials were considered: ‘a’
refers to trials in which the first touch was incorrect
and which, therefore, were aborted; ‘b’ refers to trials
that were successful by chance; ‘c’ refers to trials in
which the second touch was incorrect, which were
also aborted; ‘d’ refers to the correct trials that
immediately followed the ‘c’ trials, and ‘e’ refers to the
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Fig. 4. Search versus repetition
differences. Activity of a ‘search-preferring’
cell. In (a) the neuronal activity in successive
trials for each sequence indicated on the left
is shown during the search period up to the
first correct trial (in gray) and during the
three subsequent repetitions of the
sequence (in white). Rasters are aligned on
the first touch. In (b), the activity of
the same cell is sorted according to the
type of trials (see Fig. 1c). The discharge
pattern varied from the search to the
repetition period. ANCOVA (RT, MT, DEG,
NB and SLAT as covariates; interval 4, F1,36
= 69.59, p < 10–5; interval 7, F1,30 = 51.09,
p < 10–5). Note that the cell activity during
the ‘d’ and ‘e’ trials is statistically the same
(‘d’ versus ‘e’ trials; interval 4, F1,23 = 0.31, p
< 0.58; interval 7, F1,22 = 3.20, p < 0.09). In
(c), the neural activity of intervals 4 and 7 in
‘a, b, c’ and ‘d, e’ trials is plotted against the
corresponding RTs, MTs, saccade directions
(polar plot) and numbers of saccades.
(Number of saccades equal to zero
corresponds to incorrect trials at the end of
which no saccade was made until the end of
spike acquisition.) No significant correlation
was found between activity and RT, MT or
number of saccades (Spearman test). In (d),
variances of neuronal modulation times
(bars) during the search period relative to the
times of different events (GO, REL, TOU and
SAC). The ends of bursts are significantly
better linked to the times of target touches
(TOU versus GO, p < 10–4, F-test; TOU
versus REL, NS; TOU versus SAC, p < 10–
4).
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correct trials that corresponded to repetitions (Fig. 1c).
Theoretically, the correct solution could always be
anticipated after a correct or incorrect second touch and
before the first reward. If the second touch was correct by
chance (‘b’ trials), then the third target was obvious. If the
second touch was incorrect (‘c’ trials), then the solution
could be found in the next trial by keeping the first target
and changing the second (‘d’ trials). Importantly, neurons
that showed a preference for search or repetition periods
always showed transitions in their behavior after the
second touch—in other words, after the monkey had
obtained enough information that the whole sequence
could be anticipated. In the ‘b’ trials, the activity after the
touch becomes transitional or analogous to that observed
after the second touch during the ‘e’ trials (Fig. 4 and 5). In
the ‘d’ trials, the activity becomes similar to that observed
during the ‘e’ trials (Figs. 4, 5 and 6). Knowledge of the
first target alone was not sufficient to produce a
search/repetition transition in the response to this target.

Relationship of activity to sensory
and motor events
Timing of neuronal discharges was
computed for 40 cells for which the
onset and offset of neuronal responses
were easily identified27. In 7 cells
(17.5%), the F-test indicated that times of neuronal
modulation were more related to GO signals, lever
and target release, screen touch and/or sensory
feedback associated with the touch than to the
saccades (Fig. 4d). In the remaining cells, all events
were equivalent.

DISCUSSION
Serial-order effects
Our data show that the ordinal position (first, second
or third) of a target acquisition or of a target fixation
affected the activity of the task-related neurons. This
effect was independent of orderdependent differences
in the manner of performance of arm movements or
saccades. Previous studies show that the serial order
of sensory stimuli may be encoded in the primary
motor cortex, the superior arcuate area and the
caudate nucleus17–19. Sequence-related activity can
reflect the relational order of specific ocular fixations
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majority of neurons,
these
differences
could not be explained
by differences in the
execution
of
arm
movements
or
saccades between the
two periods. These
results
can
be
interpreted
in
two
ways. One possibility
is that the observed
search/repetition
differences may have
been related to reward
expectation. Activity of
repetition-preferring or
search-preferring cells
would
depend
on
whether the animal did
or did not anticipate a
reward.
There
is
evidence
that
movementrelated
neurons in the caudate
nucleus
respond
differently for rewarded
and
non-rewarded
movements23.
Our
data would extend this
property to the AC
Fig. 5. Search versus repetition differences. Activity of a ‘repetition-preferring’ cell. (a) The cell
cortex
and
to
discharged primarily in the delay intervals of the ‘d’ and ‘e’ trials. The activity of the second and fifth
sequences
of
intervals (Fig. 1e) was different during the search and repetition periods (ANCOVA, F1,23 = 10.42, p
movements. The other
< 0.0037; F1,17 = 4.68, p < 0.045). Note the transition of activity between ‘c’ and ‘d’ trials. (b) Neural
possibility is that the
activity of intervals 2 and 5 is plotted against the corresponding MT, RT, saccade direction and
differences relate to a
number of saccades. No significant correlation was found between activity and RT, MT or number of
different monitoring of
saccades (Spearman test). (c) Variances of neuronal modulation times (vertical bars) during the
sensory–motor loops
repetition period relative to the different events. Variances were not significantly different.
in the two periods.
Related explanations
are given for activity
(in arcuate cortex), of movement components (in SMA) or
recorded in the pre-SMA during sequential procedural
the serial order of specific components within a sequence,
learning and task performance involving updating of
irrespective of which movements precede or follow (in
motor plans24,25. The alteration of the time
SMA and pre-SMA)18–21. In the caudate nucleus, neuronal
relationships between target press and orienting
activity may reflect the serial position of sequence
saccades in the two periods supports this
components, irrespective not only of the preceding and
interpretation (Fig. 2). Thus searchrelated activities
following movements but also of the movement that is
may be specific to a situation requiring flexibility of
being performed19. Here we show that the anterior
behavioral responses, evaluation of the outcomes and
cingulate cortex also encoded the serial order of sequence
short-term memory of movements, whereas repetitioncomponents, irrespective of which component was
related activities may be specific to a regime of
performed. Our findings could be compared to those
memory-based motor performance in which errors are
obtained in the ventral striatum, where neuronal activity is
unlikely and control less necessary. This interpretation
specific to parts of the schedule in a predictable series of
would be consistent with data from human imaging
trials22. Our results may reflect a role for the ACd in
studies and, hence, a functional correspondence
encoding sensory or motor events in a predictable
between human and monkey ACC.
sequence of movements according to the timing of their
Anticipation of the solution
occurrence before the end of the sequence and the reward
The transition from search-related to repetitionor goal.
related activity was observed as soon as the animal
Search versus repetition
had acquired enough information during the trial-andWe found that one group of ACd neurons was more
error process to predict the correct solution and the
active during the search period, whereas another group
reward. This remarkable capacity probably resulted
was more active during the repetition period. For the
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consisted of finding, by
trial and error, the
correct sequence for
touching three fixed
spatial targets (Fig. 1).
The animal began a
trial by touching the
lever,
which
immediately triggered
the appearance of the
FP on the screen. The
animal was required to
fixate its gaze on the
FP,
which
then
remained illuminated
for 2 s; 800 ms after
the onset of fixation, all
targets
were
simultaneously
Fig. 6. Population activity and transition from search to repetition. (a) ‘Search-preferring’ cells;
illuminated
at
the
(b) ‘repetition-preferring’ cells. Pre- and post-acquisition and delay intervals are pooled
standard level. After
together. In ordinates, the letters (‘a’ to ‘e’) correspond to the different types of trials.
the
FP
was
Normalized activity is shown on the abscissa. For each cell, the mean activities in each interval
extinguished,
the
are normalized to the maximum (max = 100) and to the minimum (min = 0) mean across the
animal was required to
different types of trials. Then intervals 2, 3, 4 and 5, 6, 7 are pooled separately and averaged.
make a saccade to the
The figure illustrates the transition of activity between search and repetition (Mann-Whitney Ufirst target within 600
test. (a) ‘c’ versus ‘d’, p < 10–4; ‘d’ versus ‘e’, p < 0.01. (b) ‘c’ versus ‘d’, p < 0.002; ‘d’ versus
ms. After a period of
‘e’, p < 0.52).
fixation on the first
target (900–1200 ms),
all targets turned white
from learning, during the training sessions, all the
(‘GO’ signal), and the animal had to release the lever and
configurations and procedures that directly led from an
touch the same (fixated) target during the subsequent 1000
incorrect sequence in one trial to the solution and the
ms. If the touch was correct, all three targets reverted to
reward in the next. During the search period, as long as
standard illumination while the monkey maintained its hand
the animal had not identified the correct sequence, choices
position and saccaded to the second target. Following
another period of fixation, the targets turned white again, and
were not made according to a known, unquestionably
the animal had to touch the second target. Acquisition of the
rewarded goal. Thus, specific cognitive processes must
third target followed the same rule. Oculomotor activity was
have guided behavior throughout this period until the
free in the time period between target release (by the hand)
outcome of a particular choice fulfilled a recognition test,
and 600 ms after the target press. A correct trial was defined
identifying the solution and ending the search period (the
as three touches performed in the correct order and was
‘halting problem’ in problem solving26). Neural correlates of
rewarded with a drop of juice given at the end of that trial.
this recognition test were not observed, but the transition
The sequence was then repeated until the animal had
of neural activity from search to repetition modes may
performed a total of four correct trials (the first correct trial
and three repetitions; Fig. 1c). When the repetition period
indicate the completion of such a test even before the
was terminated, a central red circle was flashed three times,
actual evaluation of the solution.
and a tone was delivered to indicate a new sequence.
Following an incorrect touch, a break of fixation or a
premature touch, all targets were extinguished, and the trial
METHODS
was aborted. The monkey then had to resume the search
from the beginning. There were six possible sequences (L–
Animals and materials. Rhesus macaques were trained to sit
R–U, L–U–R, U–L–R, U–R–L, R–L–U or R–U–L). The
in a primate chair in front of a tangent touch-screen (Microtouch
successive sequences were chosen randomly with the
System, Methuen, USA) coupled to a display monitor located at
condition that successive sequences never had the same
arm’s reach. A computer controlled the presentation on the
first target. During each 2–3 h recording session, neural
monitor of visual stimuli, which served as light targets, and
activity was recorded while the animal performed the
recorded the position and correctness of each touch (CORTEX
problem-solving task. Units showing clear changes in firing
software, NIMH Laboratory of Neuropsychology, Bethesda,
rate in relation to one or more task events were selected for
Maryland). Eye movements were recorded using the scleral
on-line storage in digital form (resolution, 1 ms).
search coil technique. The position of gaze was controlled by a
Data analyses. In each single trial, times of lever- or
moving eye-position window (12° ´ 12°) centered on the fixation
target-release (REL), target-touches (TOU) and saccade
point (FP) or on the different targets. The size of the moving eye
onsets were measured and stored. Hand-reaction times
fixation window took into account the size of the targets (6° ´ 6°)
(RTs), movement times (MTs), saccade latency (SLAT),
and discrepancies between actual direction of gaze (on the
number of saccades (NB) and direction of saccades (DIR)
targets) and its measurement by the search-coil technique. A
between successive targets were computed. (In monkey 2,
recording cylinder was implanted over the anterior cingulate
oculomotor activity could not be controlled during the testing
cortex. Previously described surgical procedures and
sessions.) Times of neuronal modulation (from the beginning
electrophysiological techniques21 were carried out according to
of the first burst to the end of the last burst) were determined
the 1986 European Communities Council Directive (Ministère de
for each trial by a Poisson spiketrain analysis25. Significance
l’Agriculture et de la Forêt, Commission Nationale de
level was set at p < 0.01. Relation of the modulation to an
l’Expérimentation Animale). Behavioral protocol. The task
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event (GO, REL, TOU or SAC) was determined by comparing the
variances of the neuronal-modulation times relative to these
events with an F-test. The F-ratio was calculated by dividing the
larger variance by the smaller variance. If this ratio was significant
(at p < 0.01), then the neuronal modulation was considered to be
related to the event(s) that had the least variance. Rasters and
peri-event histograms were constructed for all recorded neurons
(using PCOFF Software, NIMH Laboratory of Systems
Neuroscience, Bethesda, Maryland). The level of neuronal activity
was categorized by the epoch and interval in which it occurred
(see Results; Fig. 1e). The three types of interval were considered
as separate cases. A cell might show task-related activity in more
than one interval. Trial-by-trial firing rates were computed for each
interval in the three epochs and were the basis of the statistical
analysis. The reference was the 500 ms period preceding onset of
the targets. Interval-specific activity during correct trials was
tested with a oneway ANCOVA (p < 0.05) for relatedness to
ordinal position (three epochs; E1, E2, E3) and to spatial variables
associated with the hand movement (target of origin and targeted
endpoint of the movement). RTs and MTs were used as
covariates to remove a possible effect of these parameters on the
serial order and the spatial selectivity of the neurons. Because
variations in oculomotor behavior could also explain neural activity
modulations, covariates associated with saccades (DIR, NB and
SLAT) were included in additional analyses performed in 55 cells.
To test differences between search and repetition, different types
of trials were considered: ‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’, ‘d’ and ‘e1–e3’ (see main
text). We defined a search period (trials a, b and c) and a
repetition period (d, e1, e2 and e3). Activity of the 9 intervals
within 1 period was compared with the activity of the
corresponding intervals in the other (Mann- Whitney test, p <
0.05). In each interval, activity found to be selective for search
versus repetition was also tested using ANCOVA (p < 0.05) and
including RTs and MTs as covariates. In 55 cells, DIR, NB and
SLAT were also included as covariates. c2 goodness-of-fit test
was used to compare the relative frequencies of categorized
activity. All statistical analyses were performed with Statisticaâ
software (StatSoft, Tulsa, Oklahoma).
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